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Mind-Bending Esoterica

Open Letter to Spiritual Person Regard ing Belief in the Supernatural
Kelli Jae Baeli

First, this subject matter does not lend itself to a sound -byte. That's why science
is often wrongly interpreted as unable to respond to wild claims from believers in
the supernatural. Complicated things require complicated exp lanations.
Second, this content is not directed at you, CMorte, exclusively. I will be
speaking both toward your comments, and toward the spiritual community at large.
Third, yes I was a little harsh. I will try to keep my anger at bay long enough to
explain why I react that way...this is where Political Correctness and progress
intersect (if not with a simple fender -bender, then certainly with an eardrumsplitting crash). Political Correctness has discouraged us, as a society, from
speaking the truth, for fear it might damage someone's fragile sensibilities. Progress
should never be impeded by a need to coddle adults who respond to the world as
children.
This leads to other things, the least of which is redefining the meaning of
words, so that no one can communicate clearly anymore.
I am working on my own book as well, ( God on a Stick) and the more I have
researched and learned THE FACTS, the more I have moved toward a certain
intensity about how damagi ng and ridiculous this subject is. So yes, I get intense,
because this type of worldview has caused and is causing great suffering and peril
and death to us all. It's causing a great number of otherwise intelligent people to
cling to a collection of atavis tic concepts that have not, and never will serve
humanity in any ultimately beneficial way. Any benefits that spirituality ostensibly
provides to its adherents, can be found equally in the worldview of philosophy and
ethics, communities of other kinds, and so on. It's a myth that the only morality,
hope, purpose and comfort to be found, resides only in the supernatural. And this
supernatural belief paradigm endangers me and those I love, and humanity in
general.
So yes, I take it personally, though not so long ago, I didn't. I thought "live and
let live"--as long as it didn't infringe on my pursuit of happiness or my rights or my
freedoms or my safety. Now, I take it personally, because it has been personalized
and all those privately individual aspects are under siege. Now it does infringe on
my pursuit of happiness, my freedoms and rights, and my safety. Now, we are
seeing the results of people believing in the supernatural, and wanting or needing
to believe in it, coupled with a technological society that allows them to act on it in

a global way. It leads to the corruption of scientific principals, the twisting of facts
to suit a more comfortable set of ideas in the believer. And that affects us all.
But I guess Christians are the only ones allowed righte ous anger; because they
are the bedrock of belief in this country. All other beliefs seem to just spring from
there. How often in the last decade, have Christians backed off the dogma and
simply adopted the tenets that they liked best, dropping the rest? H ow often do we
hear "I'm spiritual, but not religious"? This indicates not only that morality and
goodness is inherent in people regardless of the presence of religion, but also the
often lethargic evolution of a realization; a concept no longer making sen se. It's a
rare individual who denies a prevailing and sanctioned lie with the severity of a
guillotine. Mostly, the denial comes in incremental steps away from the doctrine,
when a human brain is niggled constantly by cognitive dissonance. Thus,
"spirituality" is one of those steps. It's still a belief in supernatural, just without the
main supernatural component of a supreme deity at the helm.
You said,
i am at a stand-still in my research because I am convinced now that we have the power
within our minds to recreate a haunting based on our beliefs. i refuse to say that nothing
or everything can be debunked but that if we believe we are being haunted evidence will
back it up simply because the power of our minds is so powerful it can manifest our beliefs
on film."

Yes, I do have a strong mind. Not the point here. I asked for proof. You don't
seem to have any. You just have assertions.
"the proof lies in the research of Dr. Bohm and his colleuges [sic]. they believed so
strongly in the holographic universe theory that it seems to explain a lot of our mind's
capabilities"

If you're referring to Dr. David Bohm, the physicist --he interpreted quantum
mechanics in his own way, but his theory of holographic universe was overall
rejected, since his premises required connections that are subliminal and which
violate the principles of special relativity. There is no real evidence of his theory,
nor of the subquantum forces he includes in his postulate. If there ever is any
evidence to support his claims, then s cience will find it, test it and it will then be
accepted if proven to a high degree of certainty. Until then, it is not to be
considered "proof" in the true definition of the word.
But notice that Bohm was well known to be gullible and to entertain esoter ic
ideas with no basis in fact. Bohm carried a key around with him he believed Uri
Geller bent, as if it were a holy relic. We now know exactly how this key -bending
was done. Michael Shermer even demonstrated it on a video. So while Bohm might
have been a brilliant mind, it didn't preclude him having some erroneous, illogical,
and delusional ideas about other things, which again, were never proven to have
any veracity whatsoever.

CMorte: Paranormal is anything that can not be explained by science. parapsych ology is
anything that our minds have created that can not be cured by medication - my
definitions
Kelli Jae Baeli: I am aware of the definitions of these words.

There are many things that haven't yet been explained by science, but they do
not fall into the category of paranormal. Also, to say "anything our minds have
created" is to give the subject a wide field. There are also many things our minds
create that aren't explained fully, yet don't require medication. This type of
vagueness is also a component of the communication problem between rationalists
and spiritualists.
CMorte: I was being a smart ass bout meds. In this realm nobody is an expert. As far as
im concerned nobody knows anything
Kelli Jae Baeli: there are quite a few people who know quite a few thing s. I find that
statement absurd...especially since you seem to be so convinced of your own beliefs...so
which is it? you believe in everything? nothing? only in what YOU believe, but not in
anything else? the tooth fairy? Leprechauns?
CMorte: scientifically none of that is proven but i like to lend credit to the believers.
when some people believe so hard in something it is true to them. miracles happen or
whatever that motivate them to believe harder. i think (and i'm not telling anybody else
what to think) anything is possible...by nobody knows anything i was talking about the
paranormal. i figured as a skeptic you would agree. i just got off work and was catching
up and saw all this. i am sorry really i am. i didn't expect you to take it so personally. i
just posted it on your wall because i didn't want to send it in a message.

Why do you "like to lend credit to the believers?" Why is that your goal? What
purpose does that serve in your estimation? What you describe is a manifestation of
delusion, created in the minds of those who are susceptible to magical ideas. The
end result is that they "believe harder" and I contend this is a negative, not a
positive, because it entrenches them even more deeply into delusion and denial,
and perpetuates the deificatio n of falsehood, and the dismissal of truth.
As a skeptic, I don't accept as fact things unproven --that much is true. That
doesn't mean I don't believe in anything. I believe in quite a few things. Like
education, honesty, self -awareness, truth, self -responsibility, friendship, love,
learning, ethics, separation of church and state, etc....These beliefs don't affect my
ability to recognize facts and truth. And they do not reportedly determine the fate
of my soul, or exist under threat of suffering if I don't choose to embrace them.
They are concepts that inform the quality of my daily life and my interactions with
others. I have imposed a subjective value on these things, for those reasons. This is
nothing like the tenets of faith and belief in supernatural, as these ideas are
attached to the concepts of guilt, fear, suffering and death, springing, as they did,
from monotheistic belief systems. So it follows that supernatural belief systems are
insidious in their ability to usurp the thinking mind, and instead draw on the
primitive reactions of the amygdala, where reason cannot get a foothold.

So when you say you are a skeptic, CMorte, I have to point out that the data
seems to indicate otherwise. You say you "don't believe in anything" --but that's not
any truer for you than it is for me, as I pointed out above. This statement is
contradicted by the things you write. And you are even writing a monstrous book
about guiding people on "the other side"!! That implicitly states a belief in souls,
afterlife, and all things supernatural (it also assumes facts not in evidence, which is
your belief in something). When you speak of demons and goddesses and anything
else supernatural, and you frame it in a context of having experienced phenomena
like this, then you believe it. The fact that you have labeled these things, means you
think you know what the experiences actually were, and thus, they are real to you.
This, while admitting to drug use during at least some of those experiences. It's
easy to see why you would count those experiences as "real"--you were under the
influence of something as strong as your own wishes and needs, namely, a drug.
The significance of this becomes clear. It's not Astrophysics. We know that the
drug katamine can induce a Near Death Experience in the brain, too. We also know
that electrical impulses in the brain, when pinpointed and excited manually by a
surgeon, can also produce other experiences of that sort. That doesn't mean it
"happened" objectively, it only happened subjectively. This is not, however,
indicative of truth. When people say "It's true because I saw it" or "It's real because
I felt it" or "I know it in my heart" --they are misusing the terminology of
true/real/know. True and meaningful are not the same in this context; nor is
Knowing and believing. But the spiritual folks among us continue to try to blur the
line, and combine belief with fact. It can't be done, unless you change the
definitions.
Additionally, when you announce you have no beliefs, I wonder why that seems
a badge of honor to you? "No belief" would include love, honesty, ethics,
conservation, charity, alternative fuels, voting, kindness, equal rights, etc --the word
"anything" in this context is all inclusive, just like the word "nothing" which is "no
thing." Believing "in nothing" doesn't make you an atheist. NOT believing in
supernatural beings and realms is what makes you an atheist. You are not, by
definition, an atheist. Semantics is an important issue, here. I can say that I believe
in UFO's and this would be a true statement because I know that UFO is an
abbreviation for Unidentified Flying Object, and yes, there have been instances
when an object was flying and it could not be identified. That doesn't mean I
believe that they are spaceships, piloted by extrate rrestrials. And it doesn't speak to
my opinion on whether or not that might be possible. These are more examples of
logical fallacy, and the variables inside these arguments are the catalyst for
misunderstanding. Thus, you must understand what you are sayi ng, and you must
use the same dictionary everyone else has agreed to use. That's what a standardized
dictionary is for.
Additionally, saying that you don't believe in anything means you can't make a
logical decision based on facts; and that ought not be re ferenced as a source of
pride, in my opinion. Then, in a heel -spin of contradiction, you speak of things as if

they are true, when they are not. So perhaps you're not communicating yourself
accurately. Is that it? Or do you merely deceive yourself by sayin g you don't believe
in anything? I contend that you do believe in many things (as all humans do), and it
comes through repeatedly in everything you talk about. I'm not sure what compels
you to deny participation in the act of owning what you believe. It re quires no
courage to stand aside and say you don't believe in anything. That's not being open minded, that's refusing to take responsibility for your own ability to make
decisions. I find that stance intellectually dishonest.
My issue with it is that belief should be predicated on truth. So I don't use it in
the same context as it is used colloquially and theologically. And yes I do get
intense about it, because it's high time the logical and rational among us stop
allowing Believers to make all the rules a nd get all the free passes, while
systematically destroying everything that would save us, the planet and honor our
own evolution as sentient beings. It's no longer innocuous to be spiritual or
religious. It now bleeds over into the lives of everyone. Unfounded beliefs keep
children from learning the science that will allow them to understand how life and
the universe really operates; unfounded beliefs map young minds into knots of
hatred, superstition and fear rather than in acceptance, discernment and cla rity;
unfounded beliefs cause people to neglect proven medical care for themselves or
their children; unfounded beliefs cause people to kill each other, start wars, commit
acts of torture, genocide, infanticide, hate crimes, cause oppression, starvation,
child abuse, rape; unfounded beliefs incite groups to intend and plan takeovers of
our secular government; unfounded beliefs cause someone in power to put their
finger on a red button that will annihilate life as we know it.
Damn right I get intense.
I have a right to live, and they don't have the right to take it from me.
Now you might think you are not in this category, but I contend you are only a
step away, because all it takes is the willingness to accept ideas without proof,
which you have already demonstrated repeatedly. So I'm sorry if my intensity
offends you. But I'm pretty weary of biting my lip about it. As Frantz Fanon said,
"There comes a time when silence becomes dishonesty." I have no desire to be guilty
of either.
You said, "i am not trying to be offensive. i am not trying to argue." This is the
way spiritual people weasel out of the fray. They deny any malice, and say they
don't want to argue. The reason is, if they engage in a rational argument, their
beliefs and postulates will be shown false and even sometimes absurd, and this is
not something they are open to.
Now, I have been accused of being single -minded in my recent full conversion
to atheism. And further, been accused of hypocrisy on some level, because I cannot
be persuaded to believe again. But the point to be had here, is that I was a believer.
I said all those same things, clung to all those same ideas, and defended them to
others, just as believers do now to me. So I have been on the "other side" in that
regard (pun intended) and made a logical decision to deny its veracity, based on the

development of my intelligence, and the evidence and clarity of thought and
reason. So implications of my stubborn single -mindedness are unfounded. I came to
conclusions based on facts, and no w honor my conclusions, since there have been
no other facts or evidence to change them.
You said,
"in fact, I was posting something personal to me that was mainly just some ideas. wasn't
trying to get everyone riled up. i was just speaking to you as a fri end not as a scientist or
an expert."

So, if you speak casually, in a friend -kind-of-way, this excludes the necessity
for truth? or rational thinking? or clarity of belief? If you are merely ruminating
innocently, why work so hard on a book that is quite c opious and detailed
regarding supernatural forces and conditions in a plane of existence no one has
proof for, and even you yourself haven't experienced in reality? I think what you
are really doing is back-peddling in the face of a rational argument.
"in this realm evidence is anything that happens consistantly [sic] and with
documented evidence. alot of this eye/camera/orb stuff can only be based on the ghost
documentary shows i saw on tv. not saying it is real but it is "believeable" [sic] to me. i
can't physically show you or else it wouldn't be paranormal. some things are consistant
with the research tho and that is electromagnetic energy that when charged from a source
lights up. and seems to be consistant [sic] with a haunting and the frequency of our
chakras. that is all i have as far as evidence. sorry to have let you down today."

You mention "evidence" so glibly, it's clear you don't understand the meaning
of the word as I mean it, which is as science sees it. When I speak of evidence, I
refer to empirical, not anecdotal. I refer to the use of scientific method with
falsifiability and double-blind procedures at play; not a photograph that "seems" to
indicate something magical or out of the ordinary. You mention the "Frequency of
chakras"--yet, again, you use another improvable item to prove your other
improvable item. Chakras are an idea that became a cultural meme, but have no
basis in fact. Adherents imbue the idea with some supposed authority beyond the
realm of science, but this also places it beyond the realm of fact and thus, of truth.
But try to get a believer to understand this, and you'll be at it for eons. The irony
with this sort of thought-paradigm is that if you don't know how to think things
through properly and logically, you are u naware that you don't know how to think
things through properly and logically. That's why the arguments go on between the
rational and the irrational --between atheists and spiritual/religious individuals. The
problem can only be solved by educating as many people as possible in the skills of
rational thought.
At the risk of this eons -long head-butting, I will point out that you have
repeatedly utilized logical fallacy, and in fact, used almost all of the most common
ones:
Tautology, or circular reasoning ( A=B b ecaus e A=B).
Sp ecial Pleading, AKA ad hoc reas oning, (arbitrarily adding new el em ents in an
effort to repair th eir lack of validity)

Non s equitur, (im plying a logical connection wh er e non e exists)
Moving th e Goalpost (A m etho d of d enial that m oves th e criteria out of rang e of
the evid enc e)
post hoc ergo propt er hoc (Latin for after this, th erefor e b ec aus e of this; assum ing
a caus e a nd eff ect r elationship of things sim ply bec aus e o n e thing cam e b efor e
anoth er),
Inconsistency --Applying criteria or rule s to on e b el ief, claim , argum ent, or position
but not to others).
God of the Gaps (which is m erely explaining som ething m ysterious by plugging in
a sup ernatural explanation);
Confusing association with causation, (similar to post -hoc, exc ept it's when two
things happ en in pro ximity of tim e or location, and are assum ed to b e r elat ed).
Argum ent from Personal Incredulity, (lack of perso nal understa nding is interpr et ed
to m ean it cannot be tru e)
Argum ent from Authority, (stating a claim is true b ecaus e a p ers on or grou p
perc eiv ed as an authority says so)
Argum ent from Ignorance (a stat em ent m ust be tru e b ecaus e we don 't kno w it isn't
true)

Understand that in all the 200,000 years that humans have been on the earth,
not once has there been empirical evidence of supernatural claims. Never. Not even
enough to serve in a court of law under the "beyond a reasonable doubt" edict. This
fact must give us pause. If something were indeed true, in all those millennia,
wouldn't we have some shred of proof for it?
But humans are relentless in their need to depend on the supernatural to find
their value in this life. Matthew Alper, author of The God Part of the Brain: A
Scientific Interpretation of Human Spirituality and God, approaches this subject
head-on, in what seems to be an emerging understanding among scientific circles
about why humans are so staunchly attached to the ideas of the supernatural:
"Ess entially, what I'm suggesting is that hum ans are innately "hard -wir ed " to
perc eiv e a spiritual reality. W e ar e "hard -wir ed" to beli ev e in forc es th at transc end
the lim itations of this, our physical reality. Most controversial of all, if what I'm
sugg esting is true, it would im ply that God is not nec essarily som ething that exists
"out ther e, " b eyond an d indep end ent of us, but rather as the product of an
inherit ed p erc eption, th e m anifestation of an evo lutionary adaptation that exists
within the hum an brain. And why would our sp eci es hav e evolv ed suc h a s eem ingly
abstract trait? -In order to en abl e us to d eal with our sp eci es' uniqu e and
other wise d ebilitating awaren es s of death.
W ith the dawn of hum an intelligenc e, for the first tim e in the history of terrestrial
life, an organism could point its powers of perc eption back upon its own being; it
could r ecogni ze its o wn s elf as a n o bject. For the first tim e, wh en a n anim al
kneel ed down to drink from the wat ering hol e, it rec ognized its own r eflection. Only
hum ans possess th e a dvanc ed c apacity for self -awaren ess. Thoug h, in m any ways,
this capacity has help ed to m ake our sp eci es t h e m ost versatile an d powerful
creatur e on earth, it also repres ents the sourc e o f our greatest affliction. This is
bec aus e o nc e we b ecam e awar e of th e fact that we exist, we b ecam e eq ually
awar e of not just the po ssibility that one day we might not, but th e certainty that
on e day we will not. W ith the adv ent of our species, with the em erg enc e of self conscious a war en ess, a life form becam e c ogni za nt of the fact that it is going to
die. All we had to do was to look around us to see that death was in evitable an d
inesca pabl e. Mor e t errifying yet, d eath could b efall us at anytim e. Any m om ent can
be our last.

All life is "hard-wired" to avoid thos e things that r epres ent a threat to its existenc e.
W hen an anim al gets too close to fire, for exam ple, it reflexiv ely pulls away. It is
this negativ e stim ulus, this exp eri enc e we call pain, that prom pts all form s of life
to avoid such potential life threats. Pain, ther efor e, acts as nature's el ectric prod
that incites us to avoid those things which m ay jeo pardize our exis t enc e.
In the "high er " anim als, m ost particularly am ong the m amm als, threat ening
circum stances elicit a particular type of pain we r ef er to as anxi ety. An xiety
constitutes a type of pain m eant to prom pt thes e "high er " order anim als to avoid
potentially ha zardo us circum stances. For exam ple, a rabbit is corn er ed b y a
m ountain lion. In such a situation, the rabbit is pum ped with adrenaline, charg ed
with the painful sym ptom s of anxiety, all m ean t to incite the rab bit to m ost
eff ectiv ely esca p e from the source o f its discom fort, in this case the m ountain lion.
In its healthiest form , anxiety is m eant to prom pt an anim al to avoid or escap e a
potentially hazardous exp eri enc e. In hum ans, howev er, onc e we b ec am e awar e of
the fact that death was not only inescapa ble b ut th at it could com e at any m om ent,
we wer e l eft in a state of constant m ortal peril, a state of unc easing an xi ety - m uch
like rabbits perp etually corner ed by a m ountain lion from which there is no escap e.
W ith the em erg enc e of s elf -awar en ess, hum ans beca m e th e dysfunctional anim al,
rend er ed h elpl ess by an inh er ent and un c easing anxi ety disord er. Unles s natur e
could som ehow r eliev e us of this d ebilitating awaren ess of d eath, it's possibl e our
species m ight have so on b ec om e extinct. It was s udd enly critical that our anim al
be m odified in som e way that wo uld allow us to m aintain self -conscious
awar en ess, whil e en abling us to deal with our uniqu e awar en ess of our own
m ortalities, of death.
Her e lies th e origin of hum ankind's spiritual function, an evolutionary adaptation
that com pels our speci es to beli ev e that though our physical bodies will one day
perish, our "spirits" or "souls" will persist for all et ernity. Only once our speci es
was instilled with this inher ent (m is)perception that ther e is som ething m ore "out
ther e, " that we ar e imm ortal beings, wer e we a ble to surviv e our d ebilitating
awar en ess of d eath. "

And that is a compelling argument about why people believe in the
supernatural, and why logic and reason seem so out of reach for those who
desperately need something outside of themselves to give them courage or purpose
or hope. It is my fervent desire, to see the swelling of ranks in those who find these
things inside themselves, instead.

To stay informed of book news and other tidbits which I might think is more
important than you do...sign up for the newsletter. http://kellijaebaeli.com (sign
up box on right side near top).
You might also like many of my other essays, books, novellas and novels.
Visit http://kellijaebaeli.com, or find me on Amazon.
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